
Firewood

Karl has been providing the Tucson area with excellent and inexpensive firewood for
almost two decades. Find out why Karl is the king of firewood. 

I've been selling firewood in Tucson for $200 a cord since 1992 and I've never gone up in price

It's hard to imagine the importance of firewood when we're barely getting through a 100-degree
summer day here in Tucson, but everyone can fondly remember the warmth of an outdoor
chiminea or the comfort provided by a roaring fireplace during the Christmas season. Although
we live in Tucson, it does eventually get cold, and when it does, you want to have your firewood
stocked and ready to go. 

Karl's Tree Trimming Service provides the best in mixed firewood. His high-quality supply
consists of mesquite, hard pine, citrus, alapo, ash, china berry and Karl says that olive burns
real well. Karl makes it a point to not include any undesirable wood, such as cottonwood and
palo verde. All of his firewood is harvested from the commercial and/or residential properties of
Tucson, so you can feel good about recycling the trees that have been maintained or removed
in community backyards. 

Good reasons to buy Karl's firewood:

    
    -  a recycled local product  
    -  local wood helps prevent the introduction of invasive insects  
    -  it's a sustainable practice  
    -  helps your local community  

  

Although Karl's firewood is of the up-most quality, he has been selling it at a ridiculously good
price since 1992 and he has not increased the price since he started selling it. Karl sells his
firewood in and around Tucson for $200 a cord and, if you want delivery, he will work out a fair
and reasonable price for that, too. 

Support sustainable business practices and get all the firewood you need to last you all winter.
Call Karl's Tree Trimming Service today to request your delivery!

Turn your tree into fuel!

Removing a tree is never a pleasant experience. It is often a hard decision to remove something
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so beautiful and meaningful. Karl's Tree Trimming Service appreciates that and offers their
customers the opportunity to reuse the wood harvested from their tree removal. 

If you just want the tree hauled away, Karl can do that. BUT, if you would like to turn your tree
into a healthy supply of firewood, Karl has reasonable rates to turn your tree into a productive
fuel source. Karl and his team will take your bulky tree limbs and trunk and make it into firewood
to supply your fireplace, chiminea or outdoor firepit. 

When Karl comes to take down your tree, let him know you want firewood and he'll include that
in your estimate, with a discount!
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